
 

June 29, 2018 
Coaches:  
Welcome to the ATAC Long Course Open!  As your meet referee, I hope your swimmers and parents have an enjoyable weekend 
with us.  In order for the meet to run smoothly, I would like to take this opportunity to review some of the policies and procedures 
that are used at Trousdale.  
We will be going over a lot of this information at the Coaches meeting but want you to have the most important details for 
reference during this meet.  
Meet Committee:  
We need two coaches to volunteer to serve on the meet committee.  We also need to identify two swimmers that will be part of 
the committee.  If there is a delay due to weather, all the members of the committee should be in the hospitality room, if a meeting 
is called.  
Team Representative:  
Any concerns about the meet, a DQ, or other issue must be voiced by the coach.  Our officials will tell any other person (swimmer, 
parent, etc.) to have the coach talk to deck referee or the meet referee.  You have the option of identifying another person who 
can serve in this function, but we will need to know their name.  Please let us know before returning to the deck.  
Deck Area:  
The area west of the retaining wall is considered the deck area.  Due to insurance constraints, only coaches, swimmers, officials 
and volunteers may be on deck.  Coaches and officials must prominently display their credentials or they may be asked to leave 
the deck area.  Please ask your parents to cooperate with this policy, as many tend to congregate at the south end of the pool or 
with the team.   
Rain Policy:  
Tallahassee is blessed with late afternoon/early evening thundershowers.  If the life guard indicates that the pool area must be 
cleared, everyone must vacate the entire area.  Officials, coaches and the meet committee must report to the hospitality room, all 
others may congregate in the dressing room areas or go to their cars.  If no classes or events are being held, the gymnasium 
foyer across from the pool may be open to parents and swimmers.  Typically, the meet resumes 30 minutes after the last peal of 
thunder.  
Swim Suits:  
We don’t want to put our officials in the position of modesty patrol, however, if someone notices a swimmer is not wearing a suit 
that complies with USA Swimming guidelines, we will ask you, as the coach, to talk with the swimmer, and have him/her change 
into a more appropriate suit.  
Camera Zones:  
Please take note of the information concerning camera zones in the meet information letter.  For purposes of this meet, no 
pictures may be taken behind the backstroke flags at the starting end.  We would prefer that photographers (other than coaches) 
position themselves on the east side of the pool.  All other zones are on the east side of the retaining wall except locker rooms, 
restrooms or other dressing area.  
Fly-Over Starts:  
We will be using fly-over starts.  Please make sure that your swimmers (especially the younger ones) understand the procedure 
that is used.  
Finals and Consolations:  
Any qualifier from the preliminary heat who wishes to scratch the finals must notify the announcer within 30 minutes of the 
conclusion of the preliminary session.  Swimmers that have been identified as alternates should check with the announcer to 
determine if they will be swimming.  
Late Swimmers:  
We will take every opportunity to ensure that swimmers can swim.  However, if the swimmer is not behind the block, do not expect 
us to wait for a swimmer to come from the spectator area or the sides of the pool.  If a swimmer is unable to swim because of 
confusion behind the blocks, we will make every effort to place them in the next heat of the event.  We will not place a swimmer 
who was simply late to the blocks.  
Take advantage of our hospitality room when you can – it’s at least a little cooler than outside.  There will also be volunteers who 
will periodically circulate through the pool deck with cold water and other goodies.  
Please let us know if you have any concerns or have any suggestions to improve the meet.  
Thank you for coming and good luck to your swimmers!  

Silky Labie  
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